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EXT. UNKNOWN SPACESHIP- IN SPACE

An abandoned looking spaceship, covered in rust and

vine-like plants.

ZOOMS IN TO:

INT. UNKNOWN SPACESHIP- DARK CORRIDOR

A man looks around the spaceship’s dark corridors, looking

for a escape pod to use. He hears a noise coming from a

doorway, he peeks in to see some sort of robot, eating

what appears to be a human arm.

LANCE SPACE CORPORAL WILLIAMS, MID

20’S, MEDIUM BUILD, WHITE AMERICAN

Williams now cautiously walks down the corridors, stopping

at every turning or door, trying not to be spotted or

found.

CUTS TO:

INT. UNKNOWN SPACESHIP- PRISONERS HOLD

Medium sized room, one light eerily lighting up the room,

around 13 cages placed throughout the room, five with

prisoners in.

Williams enters a room, there are around five people in

cages, dirty, skinny. One lying on the cage floor, not

moving. He walks up to one of them.

PRISONER:JOHN

(Nervously)

W-who are you?

WILLIAMS

I’m Lance Space Corporal

Williams, my ship was damaged on

a mission, I came to this ship

hoping to find an escape pod to

use, who are you and how long

have you been held captive for?

PRISONER:JOHN

I’m John, I was a space

archaeologist and I was taken,

with the rest of my team, from a

dig site. This was about two

months ago and there were ten of

us, now there are only five.

WILLIAMS

Well lucky for you that I ended

up having to come here. Who took

you from the dig site?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

PRISONER:JOHN

You would never believe me, It

was the Akix!

WILLIAMS

(shocked yet curious)

But they have only ever been

heard of in child’s stories.

PRISONER:JOHN

(Still trying to believe

what happened)

That’s what I thought, until they

were in our faces, shoving and

pushing us onto their ship.

WILLIAMS

Well don’t worry, I promise you

that I will get you out of this

place, whatever it takes.

CUTS TO:

INT. AKIX SPACESHIP- SECURITY ROOM

Smallish room, with several computer screens on a desk,

showing ship information and statistics. Two Akix in front

of the computers monitoring them.

Alarm goes off, the two Akix starting scanning the

computer screens, looking for the alarms reasoning.

FADES TO:

INT. UNKNOWN SPACESHIP- PRISONERS HOLD

Alarm goes off, followed by an announcement from one of

the Akix.

AKIX ANNOUNCER

(Through the ships internal

speaker system, serious

sounding slightly metallic

voice)

INTRUDER ALERT! INTRUDER ALERT!

Can all personnel report to the

prisoners hold. REPEAT, INTRUDER

ALERT! Can all personnel report

to the prisoners hold.

PRISONER:JOHN

(Rushed)

They know you are here, you

better get out of this area and

be very cautious with going

around the ship.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

WILLIAMS

(Rushed)

Ok, but don’t worry I’ll be back

to save you, even if it means me

going to back to the headquarters

to get a rescue team.

PRISONER:JOHN

(Rushed)

Thanks, I don’t know what I would

have done if you hadn’t came

here. Look I wish I could go with

you and help out, but I’ve got a

bad leg from the Akix pushing me

about. There’s a taser device on

the side up there, it might come

in useful to stun any Akix.

WILLIAMS

Thanks.

Williams picks up the taser device, and heads out of the

room, with a look of determination on his face.


